
Control your vocal harmony processor while you play guitar.

All you forward-thinking singers who use a harmony processor 
and play guitar now have the option of adding harmonies to 
more songs, more easily with the must-have harmony accessory; 
HarmonyControl | Guitar by TC-Helicon.

HarmonyControl | Guitar reads your guitar playing and tells 
your MIDI equipped harmony processor how to sing "the right 
stuff". If you've ever used Key and Scale harmony, you'll know it 
works wonderfully for a lot of songs, but now you can add even 
more harmony songs to your repertoire while you focus on 
playing and singing your best. Previously, only MIDI keyboard 
players had the ability to create spontaneous harmony parts but 
now it lies in your hands too.

It’s Easy
All you do is connect HarmonyControl between your guitar 
and pedal board or amp. Your pure guitar tone is unaffected; it’s 
as if HarmonyControl wasn’t there. A supplied high-quality 
MIDI cable connects to the harmony processor you’ve already 
set up as usual with mic and PA connections. As you play 

normally, HarmonyControl deciphers the chords in your music 
and sends it to your harmony processor through MIDI. It’s 
working all the time so that when you lift the bypass on your 
processor, harmonies flow forth instantly.

It’s Versatile
Your harmony processor isn’t made by TC-Helicon? Too bad, 
but the good news is that HarmonyControl is compatible with 
a wide variety of harmony processors by TC-Helicon and 
others. Of course, our VoiceWorksPlus, VoiceLive, and Voice-
Works have extended features that make the harmonies even 
more musical. If your harmony processor has a MIDI input, it’s 
likely HarmonyControl can give you the effortless musical 
control you’ve always hoped for. 

Do you sing? 
Do you play guitar?



More Features

 
• Guitar mute: allows guitar to control harmonies without
  being heard – great for a cappella sections.

• Guitar Tuner: Easy to read note and pitch display keep your 
  licks in tune.

• On/Off Button: Returns your harmony processor to its 
  original function. This is great for times when the key and 
  scale you've set work perfectly without the guitar's help.

• Universal external power supply

Enhanced Scale & Chord Mode

VoiceLive (v 1.4)
VoiceWorks (v.1.1)
VoiceWorksPlus
VoicePro

Scale & Chord Mode

VoicePrism
VoicePrismPlus
Quintet

Chord Mode

Vocalist® VR
Vocalist® Access
Studio Vocalist®
Studio Vocalist® EX
Vocalist® Workstation
Vocalist® Workstation EX
MIDI Vocalist®
Vocalist® II
VHM-5
Korg iH

Compatibility

Vocalist is registered trademark of Harman International Industries Inc.

Using HarmonyControl with VoiceLive, VoiceWorks & VoiceWorksPlus:

 
• Enhanced Scale Mode: Scale presets are enhanced because HarmonyControl constantly adjusts the scale to work with the chords  
  you play. Set your key, play along and enjoy smooth, parallel harmonies with no hassle.

• Guitar-controlled Chord Mode: Select a chord mode preset on any of these products and your guitar can supply the chords in 
  real-time. Guitarists used to go to great expense to do this with MIDI guitar; now you can do it with your favorite axe!

• Listen Key/Scale: Set the key from your guitar. Don’t know the key? Just play the chords from the song and HarmonyControl
  will decipher the key in real-time.

• Auto detect: connect the MIDI in and out with the supplied MIDI cable and TC-Helicon harmony products are automatically 
  recognized so you get the enhanced features.


